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1. Lily has 742 plums. Jimmy has 1267 plums. How many more plums does Jimmy have than
Lily?

=

2. Aryan has 476 oranges. Michelle has 7177 oranges. How many fewer oranges does Aryan
have than Michelle?

=

3. Maya has 817 fewer plums than Anthony. Anthony has 6295 plums. How many plums does
Maya have?

=

4. 1095 oranges are on the table. 121 of them are blue and the rest are yellow. How many
oranges are yellow?

=

5. Chris's mom gave 5105 cherries to take to school. Chris gave 821 cherries to his friends.
How many cherries are left over?

=

6. Michael has 4610 cows. 457 of the cows are gray and the rest are brown. How many of his
cows are brown?

=
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7. Jay has 542 cherries. Nadia has 2682 cherries. How many more cherries does Nadia have
than Jay?

=

8. Zoe's mom gave 7980 oranges to take to school. Zoe gave 501 oranges to her friends.
How many oranges are left over?

=

9. Jacob has 2432 dogs. 484 of the dogs are brown and the rest are black. How many of his
dogs are black?

=

10. 1660 berries are on the table. 397 of them are blue and the rest are yellow. How many
berries are yellow?

=

11. Jasmine has 4697 dogs. 435 of the dogs are gray and the rest are black. How many of her
dogs are black?

=

12. 2654 oranges are on the table. 814 of them are green and the rest are blue. How many
oranges are blue?

=
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